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Abstract
In this paper it is shown that the existence of three maximal proper periodic continua for a map of a hereditarily decomposable
chainable continuum onto itself implies the existence of a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater than one.
Hence, while the periods of such continua do follow the Sarkovskii order apart from the case in which the ambient space is the
union of two maximal proper periodic continua with period two, for any nondegenerate terminal segment of the Sarkovskii order
that fails to contain an odd integer greater than one, there does not exist a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum
onto itself for which the set of all periods of such continua is the prescribed terminal segment. It is also shown that, for any terminal
segment of the Sarkovskii order that does contain an odd integer greater than one, there is a map of [0,1] onto itself for which the
set of all periods of such continua is the prescribed terminal segment.
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1. Introduction
A.N. Sarkovskii’s own formulation of his now famous theorem [8,9] is roughly as follows. Consider the set of
natural numbers in which the following relation is introduced: n precedes m, denoted n  m, if and only if, for any
continuous mapping of the real line into itself, the existence of a cycle of order m follows from the existence of a
cycle of order n. This relation transforms the set of natural numbers into an ordered set, ordered in the following way:
3 ≺ 5 ≺ 7 ≺ 9 ≺ 11 ≺ · · · ≺ 3 · 2 ≺ 5 · 2 ≺ · · · ≺ 3 · 22 ≺ 5 · 22 ≺ · · · ≺ 23 ≺ 22 ≺ 2 ≺ 1
Sarkovskii also gave examples to show that the order is sharp in the following sense. For each positive integer n,
there is a map f of the real line into itself such that f has a periodic point of period m if and only if n  m.
Piotr Minc and W.R.R. Transue [6] extended Sarkovskii’s Theorem by showing that the periodic cycles for maps
of hereditarily decomposable chainable continua follow the Sarkovskii order. The maximal proper periodic continua
(defined below) of such maps take exception to the Sarkovskii order when the ambient space is the union of two
maximal proper periodic continua with period two (f (x) = −x3 on [−1,1] for example). The author [7] has shown
that, apart from this case, the maximal proper periodic continua for such maps do indeed follow the Sarkovskii order.
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for a given positive integer n, a map f of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum onto itself such that f has
a maximal proper periodic continuum of period m if and only if n  m?
For even integers n, Theorem 5.8 answers this question in the negative. If n is odd and f is an interval map, then
Theorem 5.9 answers it in the affirmative. These hinge on the other main result, Theorem 5.7, according to which the
existence of at least three maximal proper periodic continua is equivalent to, among other things, the existence of a
maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater than one.
Section 2 addresses the limiting behavior of f n[J ] where J is a continuum that intersects one or more maximal
proper periodic continua of f . Section 3 reviews the terminology and pertinent results from Kuratowski’s work on
decompositions of irreducible continua. Section 4 consists of fixed-point theorems and theorems on maximal proper
periodic continua that are auxiliary to the main results, which appear in Section 5.
A compactum is a compact metrizable space. A continuum is a connected compactum.
A continuum is said to be decomposable if and only if it is the union of two of its proper subcontinua. A hereditarily
decomposable continuum is a continuum for which every nondegenerate subcontinuum is decomposable.
A continuum is said to be a triod if and only if it has a subcontinuum whose complement has at least three
components. A continuum that contains no triod is atriodic.
A unicoherent continuum is a continuum M with the property that the common part of any two subcontinua of M
whose union is M is a continuum. A continuum is hereditarily unicoherent if and only if each of its subcontinua is
unicoherent.
A continuum is said to be irreducible between two mutually exclusive closed sets if and only if it intersects both but
has no proper subcontinuum that does. If K and L are mutually exclusive subcontinua of a hereditarily unicoherent
continuum X, then X has a unique subcontinuum that is irreducible between K and L and is denoted by KL. If one
of K and L, say K , is equal to {x} for some point x, then xL is used in lieu of the cumbersome {x}L.
A chain is a sequence C1,C2, . . . ,Cn of open sets such that Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ if and only if |i − j |  1. An -chain
is a chain such that diameter(Ci)   for each i. A continuum is chainable if and only if it can be covered by an
-chain for each positive . It is well known that chainable continua are hereditarily chainable, atriodic, hereditarily
unicoherent, and irreducible between some two points.
Suppose X1,X2,X3, . . . is a sequence of spaces and f1, f2, f3, . . . is a sequence of maps such that fn maps Xn+1
into Xn for each positive integer n. The inverse limit lim←−{Xn,fn} is the subset of X1 × X2 × X3 × · · · to which a
point x = (x1, x2, x3, . . .) belongs if and only if fn(xn+1) = xn for each positive integer n. The maps f1, f2, f3, . . .
are called bonding maps, and the spaces X1,X2,X3, . . . are called factor spaces.
An inverse limit on [0,1] is an inverse limit with each factor space equal to [0,1]. It is well known that a continuum
is chainable if and only if it is homeomorphic to an inverse limit on [0,1], and that a continuum is chainable if and
only if it is homeomorphic to an inverse limit on [0,1] with surjective bonding maps.
Suppose f is a mapping of a continuum X onto itself. A subcontinuum K of X is said to be periodic under
f if and only if there is a positive integer n such that f n[K] = K ; the period of K is the smallest such positive
integer. A periodic point is a degenerate periodic continuum. A proper periodic continuum is a periodic continuum
different from X. A maximal proper periodic continuum is a proper periodic continuum K such that the only periodic
continuum that properly contains K is X.
Suppose X1,X2,X3, . . . is a sequence of sets in a topological space. Then lim supXn is the set to which a point x
belongs if and only if every open set containing x intersects infinitely many terms of X1,X2,X3, . . . , and lim infXn
is the set to which a point x belongs if and only if every open set containing x intersects all but finitely many terms of
X1,X2,X3, . . . . If lim supXn = lim infXn, then limXn is defined to be lim supXn.
If K is a collection of sets, then K∗ denotes the union of the elements of K.
2. Properties of continua that intersect maximal proper periodic continua
Lemma 2.1. Suppose f is a map of a metric space X into itself, p is a positive integer, and J is a subset of X. Then
lim supf n[J ] = lim supf np[J ] ∪ lim supf 1+np[J ] ∪ · · · ∪ lim supf (p−1)+np[J ].
Lemma 2.2. Suppose f is a map of a metric space X into itself, and suppose J and K are subsets of X. Then
lim supf n[J ∪K] = lim supf n[J ] ∪ lim supf n[K].
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A1,A2,A3, . . . and B1,B2,B3, . . . of subsets of a metric space. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose g is a function from a compactum X into itself, f is a map from X into a metric space, and J
is a subset of X. Then lim supf ◦ gn[J ] = f [lim supgn[J ]].
Proof. Since f is continuous and X is compact, lim supf [Kn] = f [lim supKn] for any sequence K1, K2, K3, . . . of
sets in X. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose f is a map of a compactum X into itself, p is a positive integer, and J is a subset of X. Then
f p[lim supf np[J ]] = lim supf np[J ].
Proof. Putting both f and g in the statement of Lemma 2.3 equal to f p gives that f p[lim supf np[J ]] = lim supf p ◦
f np[J ]. Hence f p[lim supf np[J ]] = lim sup f (n+1)p[J ] = lim supf np[J ]. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose f is a map of a compactum X into itself, p is a positive integer, and J is a subset of X. Then
lim supf n[J ] = lim supf np[J ] ∪ f [lim supf np[J ]] ∪ · · · ∪ f p−1[lim supf np[J ]].
Proof. For each positive integer k, putting f and g in the statement of Lemma 2.3 equal to f k and f p respectively
gives that f k[lim supf np[J ]] = lim supf k+np[J ] for each such k. The conclusion of the lemma then follows from
Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose f is a map of a continuum X onto itself. If J is a subcontinuum of X that intersects a maximal
proper periodic continuum K of f and p is any multiple of the period of K , then at least one of the following holds.
(1) lim supf n[J ] ∪K = X = lim supf np[J ] ∪ K .
(2) lim supf n[J ] ⊂ Orbit(K)∗and lim supf np[J ] ⊂ K .
Proof. Consider the set lim supf np[J ∪ K]. Since f np[J ∪ K] is a continuum containing K for each positive in-
teger n, it follows that lim supf np[J ∪ K] is a continuum containing K . By Lemma 2.4, lim supf np[J ∪ K] is
a periodic continuum. Consequently, lim supf np[J ∪ K] is either K or X. By Lemma 2.2, lim supf np[J ∪ K] =
lim supf np[J ] ∪ lim supf np[K]. Substituting K for lim supf np[K] gives lim supf np[J ∪K] = lim supf np[J ] ∪K .
First consider the case in which lim supf np[J ∪K] = X. Then lim supf np[J ] ∪K = X. To see that the rest of (1)
holds, note that, by Lemma 2.1, lim supf np[J ] ⊂ lim supf n[J ]. Consequently, lim supf n[J ] ∪ K = X.
Now suppose lim supf np[J ∪ K] = K . Then K = lim supf np[J ] ∪ K , which implies that lim supf np[J ] ⊂ K .
By Lemma 2.5, lim supf n[J ] = lim supf np[J ] ∪ f [lim supf np[J ]] ∪ · · · ∪ f p−1[lim supf np[J ]]. Consequently,
lim supf n[J ] ⊂ K ∪ f [K] ∪ · · · ∪ f p−1[K] = Orbit(K)∗. 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily unicoherent continuum X onto itself, and suppose J is a subcon-
tinuum of X that intersects each of two disjoint maximal proper periodic continua of f . Then limf n[J ] = X.
Proof. Denote by K and L two disjoint maximal proper periodic continua that intersect J . Let J0 denote the unique
subcontinuum of J that is irreducible between K and L. Then every subcontinuum of X that intersects both K and
L contains J0. To demonstrate the conclusion of the theorem, it suffices to show that limf n[J0] = X. Denote the
product of the periods of K and L by p. By Theorem 2.6, either lim supf np[J0] ∪ K = X or lim supf np[J0] ⊂ K .
But the latter is not possible because f np[J0] intersects L for each positive integer n. Thus lim supf np[J0] ∪K = X.
Similarly, lim supf np[J0] ∪ L = X. Since K and L are disjoint, it follows that lim supf np[J0] = X.
Both K and L contain a point of f p[J0] because they both contain a point of J0 and p is the product of their
periods. Consequently f p[J0] contains J0. It follows that J0, f p[J0], f 2p[J0], . . . is a nondecreasing sequence. Hence
f m[J0], f m+p[J0], fm+2p[J0], . . . is a nondecreasing sequence for each nonnegative integer m less than p. It follows
that lim supf m+np[J0] = lim inff m+np[J0], or, equivalently, that lim supf m+np[J0] = limf m+np[J0] for each such
m. By Lemma 2.3, lim supfm+np[J0] = fm[lim supf np[J0]] for each m, and it has already been established that
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and the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
3. Kuratowski maps
The proof of Sarkovskii’s Theorem depends heavily on the linearity of the real line. Chainable continua provide
a context that is suitably linear for portions of Sarkovskii’s proof to be extended. However, Sarkovskii’s Theorem
does not hold for maps of indecomposable chainable continua (see [5] and [6]). It is for hereditarily decomposable
chainable continua that the folding patterns of maps with prescribed periodic orbits mimic those of maps of the real
line.
K. Kuratowski’s work on monotone decompositions of irreducible continua (Section 48 of [4])—in particular, its
implications for hereditarily decomposable chainable continua—is the key to describing the sufficiently linear con-
text provided by hereditarily decomposable chainable continua for the extension of Sarkovskii’s Theorem. Minc and
Transue [6] make use of it, as well as the author [7] in the prequel to this article. The following theorem summarizes
the portion of Kuratowski’s work that will be used here.
Theorem 3.1 (Kuratowski). Suppose X is a hereditarily decomposable irreducible continuum. Then there is a
monotone map g from X onto [0,1] that satisfies each of the following.
(1) A subcontinuum M of X is nowhere dense in X if and only if there is a t ∈ [0,1] such that M ⊂ g−1(t).
(2) X is irreducible between two points if and only if they belong to g−1(0) and g−1(1) respectively.
(3) If b ∈ (0,1) and a < b < c, then g−1(a, b)∩g−1(b, c) contains a point of g−1(b), and if b ∈ [0,1] and a < b < c,
then g−1(b) ⊂ g−1(a, b)∪ g−1(b, c).
A Kuratowski map for a hereditarily decomposable irreducible continuum is any map that satisfies the conclusion
of Theorem 3.1.
A layer of X is a nowhere dense subcontinuum of X such that every subcontinuum of X that properly contains it
has nonempty interior. Equivalently, A is a layer of X if and only if, for every Kuratowski map g of X, there is a t in
[0,1] such that A = g−1(t).
A layer A of X is an end layer if and only if X is irreducible between two points, one of which belongs to A.
Equivalently, A is an end layer of X if and only if, for every Kuratowski map g of X, A = g−1(0) or A = g−1(1). All
other layers of X are called interior layers.
4. Auxiliary theorems
4.1. A fixed-point theorem
Theorem 4.1 is a consequence of a more general theorem of W. T. Ingram (Theorem 1 of [3]). Alternatively, it can
be proved via an easy modification of O. H. Hamilton’s proof that chainable continua have the fixed-point property [2].
Theorem 4.1. Suppose f is a map of a chainable continuum X into itself. If K is a subcontinuum of X such that
K ⊂ f [K], then f has a fixed point in K .
Notation. For subsets H and K of R, H <K means h < k for every (h, k) in H ×K .
The proof of Theorem 4.2 that is given below is based on a suggestion by the referee.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose X is a hereditarily decomposable inverse limit on [0,1] with πn denoting the projection onto
the nth factor space. Suppose g is a Kuratowski map for X. If K1,K2, . . . ,Kk is a nondegenerate sequence of closed
subsets of X such that g[K1] < g[K2] < · · · < g[Kk], then there is a positive integer N such that, for each n  N ,
either πn[K1] < πn[K2] < · · · < πn[Kk] or πn[Kk] < πn[Kk−1] < · · · < πn[K1].
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for i = 1,2, . . . , k. Set Cj = g−1[aj , aj+1] for j = 1,2, . . . ,2k − 1. Observe that Ki ⊂ C2i−1 for i = 1,2, . . . , k.
There is an integer N such that πn[Cj ] ∩ πn[Cj ′ ] = ∅ if and only if Cj ∩ Cj ′ = ∅ for each n  N and each j, j ′ =
1,2, . . . ,2k − 1. Suppose that some n  N fails to have the required property. Suppose also that πn[C1] < πn[C3]
(the proof in the opposite case is analogous). Let l = 3,5, . . . ,2k − 1 be the least index such that πn[Cl+2] < πn[Cl].
Then πn[g−1(al+2)] < πn[Cl]. Hence each point of πn[g−1(al+2)] belongs to πn[Cl+2], πn[Cl+1], and πn[Cj ] for
some j = 1,2, . . . , l − 1, a contradiction. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose X is a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum, and suppose g is a Kuratowski map
for X. If f maps X into itself and there are points x and y of X such that g ◦ f (x) < g(x) and g ◦ f (y) > g(y), then
f has a fixed point in xy.
Proof. Since X is chainable, it may be represented as the inverse limit of a sequence, f1, f2, f3, . . . of maps from
[0,1] onto itself. The set {x, y,f (x), f (y)} intersects between two and four layers of X. In any case, x and f (x)
belong to different layers, as do y and f (y). By Lemma 4.2, there is a positive integer N such that, for each nN ,
the order imparted to these layers by πn is either the same as or the reverse of the order imparted by g. Consequently,
for each such n, either πn ◦ f (x) < πn(x) and πn ◦ f (y) > πn(y), or πn ◦ f (x) > πn(x) and πn ◦ f (y) < πn(y).
For each positive integer n, denote {z ∈ xy: πn ◦ f (z) = πn(z)} by Kn. Since f and πn are continuous, each Kn is
compact. For integers n not less than N , Kn is nonempty; otherwise xy would be the union of two nonempty disjoint
open sets, {z ∈ xy: πn ◦ f (z) < πn(z)} and {z ∈ xy: πn ◦ f (z) > πn(z)}, which is not possible.
Notice that if z belongs to Km+1 for some positive integer m, then z belongs to Km. Consequently, K1,K2,K3, . . .
is a monotonic sequence of nonempty compact sets. The intersection of the sets is, therefore, nonempty. Each point
of the intersection is a fixed point for f . 
4.2. Sufficient conditions for maximal proper periodic continua
This section and Section 5 make frequent use of results proved in [7]. Some are referenced without statement, but
those that are used repeatedly or have complicated statements are stated here for convenience.
Theorem 4.4. (See [7]; Theorem 2.9, Lemmas 3.2 & 3.3.) Suppose f is a map from an atriodic and hereditarily
unicoherent continuum onto itself.
(1) If f has at least three maximal proper periodic continua, then the collection of all maximal proper periodic
continua is pairwise disjoint.
(2) For each periodic continuum K of f , the closure of the union of all proper periodic continua that intersect K is
a periodic continuum.
(3) If K is a maximal proper periodic continuum of f , then, for every positive integer n, f n[K] is a maximal proper
periodic continuum of f .
Theorem 4.5. (See [7]; Theorem 3.5.) Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X
onto itself with disjoint maximal proper periodic continua.
(1) If f has two maximal proper periodic continua, one of which fails to lie in an end layer of X, then every proper
periodic continuum of f is contained in a maximal proper periodic continuum.
(2) If A is an end layer of X that contains a maximal proper periodic continuum of f , then every proper periodic
continuum of f lying in A is contained in a maximal proper periodic continuum.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself. If K and L are
disjoint maximal proper periodic continua of f , neither of which lies in an end layer of X, then f has a maximal
proper periodic continuum J that intersects KL, is disjoint from both K and L, and fails to lie in an end layer of X.
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Put r and s equal to the maximum of g[K] and the minimum of g[L] respectively, and note that 0 < r  s < 1. Also
note that KL ⊂ g−1[r, s].
By Theorem 2.7, limf n[KL] = X. Hence there is a positive integer N such that f N [KL] intersects both g−1[0, r)
and g−1(s,1]. Since every open set that intersects KL intersects an interior layer of KL, it follows that each of
f−N [g−1[0, r)] and f−N [g−1(s,1]] intersects an interior layer of KL. Consequently there are points a and b, each
belonging to an interior layer of KL, such that f N(a) ∈ g−1[0, r) and f N(b) ∈ g−1(s,1].
Each of K ∩KL and L∩KL is contained in an end layer of KL since KL is irreducible between them. However,
a and b belong to interior layers of KL, so ab fails to intersect either K or L.
Notice that ab ⊂ KL ⊂ g−1[r, s] ⊂ f N(a)f N(b) ⊂ f N [ab]. By Theorem 4.1, f N has a fixed point x in ab. By
(1) of Theorem 4.5, there is a maximal proper periodic continuum J containing x. Since ab fails to intersect either
K or L, and x therefore lies outside of both K and L, it follows that J is distinct from both K and L. Since x lies in
KL, which fails to intersect either end layer of X, it follows that J intersects KL and fails to lie in an end layer of X.
By (1) of Theorem 4.4, J fails to intersect either K or L. 
Lemma 4.7. (See [7]; Theorem 4.2.) Suppose f is a map of a chainable continuum X into itself, and suppose there
are mutually exclusive subcontinua, A and B , of X such that A∪B ⊂ f [A] and A ⊂ f [B]. If the collection of proper
periodic continua of f that intersect A and whose forward iterates all intersect A∪B is bounded away from B , then,
for each positive integer p, A intersects a maximal proper periodic continuum of period p.
Notation. For each b in [0,1], denote g−1(b) ∩ g−1[0, b) and g−1(b) ∩ g−1(b,1] by g−1(b−) and g−1(b+)
respectively. Notice that, for any a in [0, b) and any c in (b,1], g−1(b−) = g−1(b) ∩ (g−1[0, a] ∪ g−1(a, b)) =
g−1(b) ∩ g−1(a, b), and, similarly, g−1(b+) = g−1(b)∩ g−1(b, c).
Theorem 4.8. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself, g is a Kura-
towski map for X, and b ∈ [0,1]. If g−1(b) contains two disjoint maximal proper periodic continua K and L, and
one of g−1(b+) and g−1(b−) intersects both K and L, then KL intersects a maximal proper periodic continuum of
f with period not a power of two that is distinct from both K and L.
Proof. For convenience, assume that K and L both intersect g−1(b+). It follows from Theorem 2.7 that there is a
multiple N of period(K)·period(L) such that f N [KL] intersects g−1(b,1]. Then there are points x, y, and z from
distinct interior layers of KL such that f N(x), f N(y), and f N(z) belong to g−1(b,1] and such that the layer con-
taining y separates the layer containing x from the layer containing z. Since x and z belong to distinct interior layers
of KL, one of Kx ∩ Lz and Kz ∩ Lx is empty, say Kx ∩ Lz.
Since f N [Kx] intersects both g−1(b,1] and g−1(b) it follows that g−1(b+) ⊂ f N [Kx] and, hence, that KL ⊂
f N [Kx]. Similarly, KL ⊂ f N [zL]. It follows that Kx ∪ zL ⊂ f N [Kx], and Kx ⊂ f N [zL].
For the purpose of applying Lemma 4.7, consider the collection K of proper periodic continua that intersect Kx
whose forward iterates under f N all intersect Kx ∪ zL. Suppose, for the purpose of establishing contradiction, that
there is a term Q of K that contains y. Then f N [Q] contains f N(y) and intersects Kx ∪ zL. Consequently f N [Q]
is a proper periodic continuum that contains g−1(b+) and, therefore, intersects both K and L. Since K is maximal,
K ∪ f N [Q] = X. Hence f N [Q] is a proper periodic continuum that properly contains L, contrary to the maximality
of L. Consequently each term of K fails to contain y, and the terms of K are bounded away from zL.
By Lemma 4.7, f N has a maximal proper periodic continuum J that intersects Kx with period three. Then the
period p of J under f divides 3N . If p were not a multiple of three, then p would divide N giving f N [J ] = J , which
is not true. Hence p is a multiple of three and, therefore, not a power of two. Since x belongs to KL, Kx is a subset
of KL. Consequently, J intersects KL. Since f N [K] = K , f N [L] = L, and f N [J ] = J , J is distinct from both K
and L. 
Lemma 4.9. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself, K and L are
disjoint maximal proper periodic continua of f , g is a Kuratowski map for X, and b ∈ [0,1]. If b ∈ (0,1), or if
f [g−1(b)] ∩ g−1(b) = ∅, then there is an odd positive integer N such that g−1(b) ⊂ f N [KL].
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The conclusion of the lemma follows. Suppose b ∈ {0,1} and f [g−1(b)] ∩ g−1(b) = ∅. By Theorem 2.7, there is a
multiple n of the period of K such that f k[KL] intersects g−1(0,1) for all k  n. Then f n[KL] and f n+1[KL] both
contain g−1(b) and the conclusion of the lemma follows. 
Theorem 4.10. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself, g is a Kura-
towski map for X, and b ∈ [0,1]. Suppose further that g−1(b) contains two disjoint maximal proper periodic continua
K and L, and one of g−1(b+) and g−1(b−) intersects both K and L. If b ∈ (0,1), or if f [g−1(b)] ∩ g−1(b) = ∅, then
KL intersects a maximal proper periodic continuum of f with odd period greater than one.
Proof. For convenience, assume that K and L both intersect g−1(b+). By Theorem 4.8, there is a maximal proper
periodic continuum Q that intersects KL but is distinct from both K and L. By (1) of Theorem 4.4, K , Q, and L are
pairwise disjoint. Each end layer of KL intersects exactly one of K and L. Since Q does not intersect either K or L,
it fails to intersect at least one of the two end layers of KL, say the one that intersects L.
It follows from Theorem 2.7 that there is a multiple N1 of period(K)·period(L) such that f N1 [KQ] and f N1[QL]
both intersect g−1(b,1]. Then there is a point x from an interior layer of KQ and a point y from a layer of KL that
separates Q from L such that f N1(x) and f N1(y) both belong to g−1(b,1]. Then f N1 [Kx] intersects both g−1(b)
and g−1(b,1], so g−1(b+) ⊂ f N1 [Kx]. Similarly, g−1(b+) ⊂ f N1[yL]. Notice that x and y both belong to g−1(b+).
Consequently, Kx ∪ yL ⊂ f N1[Kx] and Kx ∪ yL ⊂ f N1 [yL].
By Lemma 4.9, there is an odd positive integer N2 such that g−1(b) ⊂ f N2[KL]. Hence g−1(b) ⊂ f N2[g−1(b+)] ⊂
f N1+N2 [Kx] and, similarly, g−1(b) ⊂ f N1+N2 [yL]. Consequently, Kx ∪ yL ⊂ f N1+N2[Kx] and Kx ∪ yL ⊂
f N1+N2 [yL]. Since N1 is greater than one and at least one of N1 and N1 + N2 is odd, it follows that there is an
odd integer N greater than one such that Kx ∪ yL ⊂ f N [Kx] and Kx ∪ yL ⊂ f N [yL].
Consider the collection K of all proper periodic continua of f N that intersect Kx. Since Q is a maximal proper
periodic continuum, there does not exist a proper periodic continuum that intersects both Q and its complement; for if
there did, such a continuum would contain the complement of Q and, therefore, properly contain the maximal proper
periodic continuum K . Since Kx and Q are disjoint, K has no member that intersects Q. It follows that K is bounded
away from yL.
By Lemma 4.7, f N has a maximal proper periodic continuum J that intersects Kx with period three. Then the
period p of J under f divides 3N , which is odd. Hence p is odd. Since f N [J ] = J , p > 1. Since x belongs to KL,
Kx is a subset of KL. Consequently, J intersects KL. 
5. Maximal proper periodic continua and the Sarkovskii order
5.1. Three maximal proper periodic continua implies infinitely many
Lemma 5.1. Suppose B is a subcontinuum of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X that fails to inter-
sect an end layer of X, and suppose g is a Kuratowski map for X. Denote the maximum and minimum values of g[B]
by b1 and b2 respectively. Then at least one of g−1(0, b1) and g−1(b2,1) intersects B , and, if b1 = b2, then both do.
Proof. If b1 = b2, then one of g−1(0, b1) and g−1(b2,1) intersects B by (3) of Theorem 3.1. If b1 < b2, then
B ∩ g−1(b2,1) contains g−1(b1, b2) ∩ g−1(b2,1), which is nonempty by the same result. Similarly g−1(0, b1) in-
tersects B . 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose X is a hereditarily decomposable continuum. If K is a finite nondegenerate pairwise-disjoint
collection of subcontinua of X, then there are A,B ∈K such that AB fails to intersect any term of K− {A,B}.
Proof. Denote by P(n) the proposition that the lemma is true if K contains exactly n elements. Then P(2) is trivial.
Suppose n  2 is an integer for which P(n) is true. To see that P(n + 1) is true, suppose K1,K2, . . . ,Kn+1 are
pairwise disjoint subcontinua of X. Then there are distinct positive integers i and j not greater than n such that
KiKj fails to intersect any term of {K1,K2, . . . ,Kn} − {Ki,Kj }. If KiKj fails to intersect Kn+1, then it follows
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by M a subcontinuum of KiKj that is irreducible with respect to the property of intersecting each of Ki , Kj , and
Kn+1, and note that M fails to intersect any term of {K1,K2, . . . ,Kn+1} − {Ki,Kj ,Kn+1}. Since X is hereditarily
decomposable, M = M1 ∪M2 where M1 and M2 are proper subcontinua of M . Then neither M1 nor M2 intersects all
three of Ki , Kj , and Kn+1. Consequently, neither of M1 and M2 intersects more than two terms of K1,K2, . . . ,Kn+1.
Hence P(n + 1) is true, and, by induction, P(n) is true for each integer n 2. 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself, and suppose g is a
Kuratowski map for X. If A, B , and C are maximal proper periodic continua of f such that g[A] = 0, g[B] = [b1, b2],
g[C] = 1, and 0 < b1  b2 < 1, then either f has a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater than
one or f has a maximal proper periodic continuum distinct from A, B , and C that intersects an interior layer of X.
Proof. One of g−1(0, b1) and g−1(b2,1) intersects B by Lemma 5.1. The two cases are symmetric, so only one will
be considered.
Step 1: From this point forward, p will denote the product of the periods of A, B , and C, and it will be assumed
that g−1(0, b1) intersects B . Then either there is a maximal proper periodic continuum distinct from A, B , and C that
intersects an interior layer of X, or g ◦ f p(x) g(x) for every x in g−1(0, b1).
For the purpose of establishing contradiction, suppose f p[g−1(0, b1)] ⊂ g−1(0, b1). Then f p[g−1(0, b1) ∪ B] ⊂
g−1(0, b1)∪B . It follows that lim supf np[g−1(0, b1)∪B] is a proper subset of X. But g−1(0, b1)∪B intersects both
A and B , so, by Theorem 2.7, limf np[g−1(0, b1)∪B] = X. This contradiction establishes the existence of a point x′
of g−1(0, b1) such that g ◦ f p(x′) b1. Hence g ◦ f p(x′) > g(x′).
Either g ◦f p(x) g(x) for every x in g−1(0, b1), or there is a point y′ of g−1(0, b1) such that g ◦f p(y′) < g(y′).
In the latter case, it follows from Theorem 4.3 that there is a fixed point in x′y′, which, by (1) of Theorem 4.5, belongs
to a maximal proper periodic continuum. Since x′y′ is a subset of g−1(0, b1), it follows that there is a maximal proper
periodic continuum distinct from A, B , and C that intersects an interior layer of X.
Step 2: From this point forward it will be assumed that g ◦ f p(x)  g(x) for every x in g−1(0, b1). Then either
there is a maximal proper periodic continuum distinct from A, B , and C that intersects an interior layer of X, or
g ◦ f p(x) g(x) for every x ∈ g−1(b2,1).
If g−1(b2,1) intersects B , then, by an argument similar to that of Step 1, either there is a maximal proper periodic
continuum distinct from A, B , and C that intersects an interior layer of X, or g ◦ f p(x)  g(x) for every x in
g−1(b2,1).
Suppose g−1(b2,1) fails to intersect B . Then, by Lemma 5.1, b1 = b2. Suppose, for the purpose of establishing
contradiction, that g ◦f p(x) g(x) for each x in g−1(b2,1). Then g ◦f p(x) g(x) for each x in g−1(b2,1). Recall
from the assumption of Step 2 that g ◦f p(x) g(x) for every x in g−1(0, b1). Hence g ◦f p(x) g(x) for every x in
g−1(0, b1). Every point of g−1(b2) belongs to one of g−1(b2,1) and g−1(0, b2) by (3) of Theorem 3.1. Since b1 = b2,
it follows that g ◦f p(x) g(x) b2 for each x in g−1[b2,1]. That is to say, f p[g−1[b2,1]] ⊂ g−1[b2,1], from which
it follows that lim supf np[g−1[b2,1]] ⊂ g−1[b2,1]. But g−1[b2,1] contains both B and C, so limf np[g−1[b2,1]] =
X by Theorem 2.7, a contradiction. Consequently, there is a point x′′ of g−1(b2,1) such that g ◦ f p(x′′) < g(x′′).
As in the second paragraph of the proof of Step 1, it follows from Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 that either there is a
maximal proper periodic continuum distinct from A, B , and C that intersects an interior layer of X, or g ◦ f p(x)
g(x) for x in g−1(b2,1).
Step 3: From this point forward it will be assumed that g ◦ f p(x)  g(x) for every x ∈ g−1(b2,1). Then
f p[g−1[0, b2]] = X and f p[g−1[b1,1]] = X.
Denote max{g ◦f p(x): x ∈ g−1[0, b2]} by m. Then f p[g−1[0, b2]] ⊂ g−1[0,m], and, since g ◦f p[B] contains b2,
m b2. It follows from the assumption of Step 3 that f p[g−1(b2,m]] ⊂ g−1[0,m]. Consequently f p[g−1[0,m]] =
f p[g−1[0, b2]] ∪ f p[g−1(b2,m]] ⊂ g−1[0,m]. Both A and B intersect g−1[0, b2], so limf np[g−1[0, b2]] = X by
Theorem 2.7. Then limf np[g−1[0,m]] = X and f p[g−1[0,m]] ⊂ g−1[0,m], which is possible only if g−1[0,m] =
X. Hence m = 1, and f p[g−1[0, b2]] = X. Similarly, f p[g−1[b1,1]] = X.
Step 4: f p[g−1[0, b1]] = X.
If b1 = b2, this follows immediately from Step 3. Suppose b1 = b2, and suppose x ∈ g−1(b1, b2]. It follows from
(3) of Theorem 3.1 that every point of g−1(b2) belongs to the closure of one of g−1(b1, b2) and g−1(b2,1). Hence x
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latter case, it follows from the assumption of Step 3 that g ◦ f p(x) g(x) b2 < 1. Since f p[g−1[0, b2]] = X, and
g ◦ f p(x) < 1 for x ∈ g−1(b1, b2], there is a point z of g−1[0, b1] such that g ◦ f p(z) = 1. Recall that A is a subset
of g−1[0, b1], and g ◦ f p[A] = g[A] = 0. Then X is irreducible between f p[A] and f p(z), and f p[g−1[0, b1]] = X.
Step 5: There are a multiple q of p and a number β < b1 such that f q [g−1[0, β]] = X.
Since g−1[0, b1) intersects both A and B , it follows from Theorem 2.7 that there is a positive integer n such
that f np[g−1[0, b1)] intersects g−1(b1,1]. Hence there is a point y ∈ g−1[0, b1) such that g ◦ f np(y) ∈ (b1,1].
Since g ◦ f np[A] = 0 and g ◦ f np(y) > b1, it follows, for β = g(y), that g−1[0, b1] ⊂ f np[g−1[0, β]]. Recall that
f p[g−1[0, b1]] = X by Step 4. Consequently X = f p[g−1[0, b1]] ⊂ f (n+1)p[g−1[0, β]].
Step 6: Either f has a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater than one or f has a maximal
proper periodic continuum distinct from A, B , and C that intersects an interior layer of X.
By Step 5, there are a multiple q of p and a number β < b1 such that f q [g−1[0, β]] = X. It follows from Step 3 that
f q [g−1[b1,1]] = X. There is an odd integer r  q such that f r [g−1[0, β]] = X and f r [g−1[b1,1]] = X. Consider
the collectionK of proper periodic continua for f r that intersect g−1[0, β]. IfK is not bounded away from g−1[b1,1],
then there is a proper periodic continuum that contains g−1(β+b12 ), which, by (1) of Theorem 4.5, is contained in a
maximal proper periodic continuum. Thus there is a maximal proper periodic continuum of f distinct from A, B ,
and C that intersects an interior layer of X. If K is bounded away from g−1[b1,1], then, by Theorem 4.7, f r has a
maximal proper periodic continuum K of period three. Since 3r is odd, it follows that the period of K under f is odd.
Since f r [K] = K , it follows that the period of K is greater than one. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself. If f has at least
three maximal proper periodic continua, then it has at least four.
Proof. Denote by A, B , and C three maximal proper periodic continua of f . By (1) of Theorem 4.4, the maximal
proper periodic continua of f are pairwise disjoint. The proof will be divided into three cases.
First suppose that some two of A, B , and C intersect an interior layer of X. If the third fails to intersect an interior
layer, then it fails to intersect the continuum irreducible between the first two. If all three intersect an interior layer
of X, then, by Lemma 5.2, the continuum irreducible between some two of them fails to intersect the third. In either
case, it follows from Theorem 4.6 that there is a fourth maximal proper periodic continuum.
Next suppose that some two of A, B , and C, say A and B , lie in a single end layer of X. By Lemma 5.2, the
continuum irreducible between some two of them fails to intersect the third. Whichever two these may be, they both
lie in the same end layer with A and B . It follows from Theorem 4.8 that there is a fourth maximal proper periodic
continuum.
Finally suppose that some two of A, B , and C, say A and C, lie in different end layers of X, while the third, B ,
intersects an interior layer of X. Since B does not intersect either A or C, it follows that B does not intersect either
end layer of X. Denote by g a Kuratowski map for X, and switch the names of A and C if necessary so that g[A] = 0
and g[C] = 1. Let b1 = ming[B] and b2 = maxg[B]. Then 0 < b1  b2 < 1. By Lemma 5.3, either there is a fourth
maximal proper periodic continuum, or there is a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater than
one. In the latter case, since the maximal proper periodic continua of f follow the Sarkovskii order [7, Theorem 4.9],
it follows that there are infinitely many maximal proper periodic continua. 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose f is a map of a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself. If f has at least
three maximal proper periodic continua, then it has infinitely many.
Proof. It suffices to show that f has at least n maximal proper periodic continua for each positive integer n. By
Lemma 5.4, f has at least four. Suppose n is an integer not less than four such that f has at least n maximal
proper periodic continua, K1,K2, . . . ,Kn. Then either there is an end layer of X that contains at least two terms
of K1,K2, . . . ,Kn, or there are at least two maximal proper periodic continua that fail to lie in either end layer of X.
Then by Lemma 5.2, there is a pair, A and B , of terms of K1,K2, . . . ,Kn such that AB fails to intersect any term
of K1,K2, . . . ,Kn different from A and B; furthermore, A and B may be chosen so that either both lie in the same
end layer of X or both fail to lie in either end layer of X. Theorem 4.8 guarantees the existence of a maximal proper
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at least n maximal proper periodic continua for each positive integer n. 
5.2. Three maximal proper periodic continua implies the existence of one with odd period greater than one
Theorem 5.6. Suppose f is a continuous map from a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself.
If f has at least three maximal proper periodic continua, then it has a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd
period greater than one.
Proof. By Theorem 5.5, f has infinitely many maximal proper periodic continua, and, by (1) of Theorem 4.4, the
collection of maximal proper periodic continua is pairwise disjoint. Let g denote a Kuratowski map for X. Consider
the following three cases: (1) there is a maximal proper periodic continuum K such that K and f [K] both belong to a
single end layer of X, (2) there is a maximal proper periodic continuum K such that K and f [K] belong to opposite
end layers of X, and (3) there are infinitely many maximal proper periodic continua that intersect an interior layer
of X. In Case (1), it follows from Theorem 4.10 that there is a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period
greater than one.
Case (2) leads either to the conclusion of the theorem or to Case (3). To that end, suppose there is a maximal
proper periodic continuum K such that K and f [K] belong to opposite end layers of X. Since the maximal proper
periodic continua for a map of a hereditarily decomposable continuum onto itself with disjoint such continua follow
the Sarkovskii order [7, Theorem 4.9], it follows that there is a maximal proper periodic continuum L with period
one. It is not possible that L properly contains either end layer, since it does not properly contain either K or f [K].
Hence L either lies in an end layer or fails to intersect either end layer. If L lies in an end layer, then it follows
from Theorem 4.10 that there is a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater than one. If L fails
to intersect either end layer, then, by Lemma 5.3, either there is maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period
greater than one, or there is a maximal proper periodic continuum distinct from L that intersects an interior layer
of X. In the former case, the conclusion of the theorem holds. In the latter, Theorem 4.6 gives that there is a third
maximal proper periodic continuum that intersects an interior layer of X. An inductive application of Lemma 5.2 and
Theorem 4.6 gives that there are infinitely many maximal proper periodic continua that intersect an interior layer of
X, which is to say (3) holds.
Thus, to complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to show that if there are infinitely many maximal proper
periodic continua that intersect an interior layer of X, then there is a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd
period greater than one. The remainder of the proof falls into three cases: either all but finitely many of the maximal
proper periodic continua of f intersect more than one layer of X, or X has infinitely many layers that contain a
maximal proper periodic continuum, or there is an interior layer of X that contains infinitely many maximal proper
periodic continua.
First suppose all but finitely many of the maximal proper periodic continua of f intersect more than one layer of
X, denote the collection of all such continua by K. Each term of K that intersects an end layer of X contains that end
layer of X, and the terms of K are pairwise disjoint. Hence there are there are infinitely many terms of K that fail to
intersect an end layer of X.
Suppose, for the purpose of establishing contradiction, that there are two terms, K and L, of K such that g[K] ∩
g[L] is nonempty. If g[K] ∩ g[L] is nondegenerate and t is in its interior, then K and L both contain g−1(t), which is
not possible because the terms of K are pairwise disjoint. If g[K] ∩ g[L] = {t} for some t ∈ [0,1], then, since each of
g[K] and g[L] are nondegenerate, one of K and L contains g−1(t−), and the other, g−1(t+). Consequently, K and L
have a common point, contrary to the pairwise-disjointness of K. Thus, for each pair, K and L, of terms of K, g[K]
and g[L] are disjoint.
Denote by A, B , C, D, and E five terms of K such that 0 < g[A] < g[B] < g[C] < g[D] < g[E] < 1. By Theo-
rem 2.7, there is a positive integer N such that each of f N [AB] and f N [DE] contains AB ∪ DE; furthermore, N
may be chosen to be odd. The collection of proper periodic continua that intersect AB contains no term that intersects
C, so it is bounded away from DE. Then, by Lemma 4.7, f N has a maximal proper periodic continuum J with period
three. It follows that J is a maximal proper periodic continuum of f whose period is a divisor of 3N and, therefore,
odd. Since f N [J ] = J , it follows that the period of J is not one.
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five maximal proper periodic continua, A, B , C, D, and E such that 0 < g[A] < g[B] < g[C] < g[D] < g[E] < 1,
and, by the argument in the previous paragraph, there is a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater
than one.
Finally suppose there is an interior layer, g−1(b), of X that contains infinitely many maximal proper periodic
continua, then one of g−1(b+) and g−1(b−) intersects two maximal proper periodic continua, and the conclusion of
the theorem follows from Theorem 4.10. 
5.3. Equivalences to the existence of three maximal proper periodic continua
Theorem 5.7. Suppose f is a continuous map from a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum X onto itself.
The following are equivalent.
(1) There is a maximal proper periodic continuum with odd period greater than one.
(2) There is a maximal proper periodic continuum with period greater than two.
(3) There is a maximal proper periodic continuum K such that f [K] ∩ K = ∅.
(4) There are at least three maximal proper periodic continua.
(5) There are infinitely many maximal proper periodic continua.
Proof. The proof goes (1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (4) ⇒ (5) ⇒ (1). The first of these implications is trivial, and the last two
follow from Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. To demonstrate (2) ⇒ (3), suppose K is a maximal proper periodic
continuum whose period is greater than two. By (3) of Theorem 4.4, K , f [K], and f 2[K] are all maximal proper
periodic continua. They are distinct because the period of K is greater than two. Hence they are disjoint by (1) of
Theorem 4.4, from which (3) follows.
Consider (3) ⇒ (4), and suppose K is a maximal proper periodic continuum such that f [K] ∩K = ∅. If the period
of K is greater than two, then (4) follows from (3) of Theorem 4.4. Suppose the period of K is equal to two. Then
Kf [K] ⊂ f [Kf [K]]. Hence there is a fixed-point x of f in Kf [K]. Notice that x belongs to neither K nor f [K].
Either K and f [K] lie in opposite end layers of X, or they do not. If not, then by either (1) or (2) of Theorem 4.5,
there is a maximal proper periodic continuum J that contains x. Since neither K nor f [K] contains x, J is a third
maximal proper periodic continuum of f .
Suppose K and f [K] lie in opposite end layers of X. Denote by A the end layer of X that contains K . The
remainder of the proof falls into two cases: either A is thrown onto X by some iterate of f , or it is not. If not, then by
Theorem 3.6 of [7] there is a maximal proper periodic continuum that contains x and is therefore distinct from K and
f [K].
Finally, suppose some iterate of f throws A onto X. Then there is a positive integer n such that f n[A] = X;
furthermore, since (3) implies that the period of K is not equal to one, n may be chosen so that it is not a multiple
of the period of K . Then f n has a fixed point y in A. Notice that y belongs neither to K nor to f [K]. By (2) of
Theorem 4.5, y belongs to a maximal proper periodic continuum M . Consequently, M is a third maximal proper
periodic continuum of f . 
5.4. The existence and nonexistence of maps having maximal proper periodic continua with a prescribed set of
periods
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of [1] contain a proof of Sarkovskii’s Theorem. Included there are a couple of proofs that the
Sarkovskii order is sharp, one of which culminates in the following: If f is a Markov map whose Markov partition is
a Štefan cycle with period n, then f has a periodic point of period m if and only if n  m. The proof of Theorem 5.9
consists in large measure in showing that the set of periods of maximal proper periodic continua of f is the same as
the set of periods of periodic points of f . Most of the following definitions may be found in Sections 1.1 through 2.1
of [1].
Definitions. For any finite subset F of [0,1], the enumeration x1, x2, . . . , xn of the terms of F such that xk < xk+1 for
k = 1,2, . . . , n − 1 is the spacial labeling of F .
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with its forward iterates, that is P = {f k−1(p): k = 1,2, . . . , n}. For each q in P , the enumeration q1, q2, . . . , qn of
the terms of P where qk = f k−1(q) for k = 1,2, . . . , n is a temporal labeling of P .
A Štefan cycle is a periodic cycle of odd period greater than one for which there is a temporal labeling
p1,p2, . . . , pn such that either
pn < pn−2 < · · · <p5 <p3 <p1 <p2 <p4 < · · · <pn−3 <pn−1
or
pn−1 <pn−3 < · · · < p4 <p2 <p1 <p3 <p5 < · · · <pn−2 <pn.
A finite subset P of [0,1] containing both 0 and 1 is said to be a Markov partition for f provided f [P ] ⊂ P , and
f is monotone between members of P that are consecutive according to the spacial labeling of P . A map possessing
a Markov partition is called a Markov map. Notice that, for each odd integer n greater than one, there is a Markov
map whose partition is a Štefan cycle with period n. Such a map has a periodic point of period m if and only if n  m
[1, Proposition 2.2.3].
Theorem 5.8. Suppose X is a hereditarily decomposable chainable continuum, and n, a positive integer. If there is a
map f of X onto itself such that f has a maximal proper periodic continuum of period m if and only if n  m, then n
is odd.
Proof. If n = 1, then, of course, n is odd. Suppose n is greater than one. Since n  1, it follows that f has a maximal
proper periodic continuum of period one. Hence f has at least n + 1 maximal proper periodic continua and, by
Theorem 5.7, has a maximal proper periodic continuum of odd period greater than one. It follows that n is odd. 
Theorem 5.9. Suppose n is a positive integer. The following are equivalent.
(1) The integer n is odd.
(2) There is a map f of [0,1] onto itself such that f has a maximal proper periodic continuum of period m if and
only if n  m.
Proof. Theorem 5.8 gives that (2) implies (1). To see the converse, suppose n is odd. If n = 1, then (2) holds by dint
of the map of [0,1] onto itself given by f (x) = x2, which has exactly two maximal proper periodic continua, {0} and
{1}, both with period one. Suppose n is an odd integer greater than one, and denote by f a Markov map of [0,1] onto
itself whose Markov partition is a Štefan cycle with period n. Then there is a temporal labeling p1,p2, . . . , pn of the
partition such that either 0 = pn < pn−2 < · · · < p5 < p3 < p1 < p2 < p4 < · · · < pn−3 < pn−1 = 1 or 0 = pn−1 <
pn−3 < · · · <p4 <p2 <p1 <p3 <p5 < · · · <pn−2 <pn = 1.
To see that pn belongs to a maximal proper periodic continuum of f with period n, consider the collection K of
all proper periodic continua of f that contain pn. Then K∗ is a periodic continuum by (2) of Theorem 4.4. To see
that K∗ fails to contain pn−2, suppose K is a periodic continuum of f that contains both pn and pn−2. Then f 2[K]
contains both p2 and pn. Consequently, f 2[K] contains both p1 and p2, from which it follows that f n[K] contains
both pn−1 and pn. Hence f n[K] = [0,1] and K /∈K. It follows that K∗ is a maximal proper periodic continuum of
f that contains pn, but fails to contain any other point of the orbit of pn. The forward images of K∗ are all maximal
proper periodic continua by (3) of Theorem 4.4, and each forward image contains exactly one of p1,p2, . . . , pn. Since
n 3, the maximal proper periodic continua of f are disjoint by (1) of Theorem 4.4.
Now consider (2). If n  m, then f has a maximal proper periodic continuum of period m since the maximal proper
periodic continua of f follow the Sarkovskii order [7, Theorem 4.9]. Conversely, if f has a maximal proper periodic
continuum of period m, then, since the maximal proper periodic continua of f are disjoint, f has a periodic point of
period m. By Proposition 2.2.3 of [1], f has a periodic point of period m if and only if n  m. 
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